THE TRAVELER
BY RAIJORI

Single leaf, lifted by the breeze, danced around traveler's feet;
Up, up she whirled, all around twirled
Looking for a place to land, away from the scorching sand.
Swirling she saw sanctuary below, away from the rising heat;
Down, down whiff rocked leaf on traveler's palm not seeing through deceit;
She crumbled alight on the caustic land.
Traveler's palm dry and cracked, fiery as sand below;
Last resting place for dancing leaf.
Vestige, scattered by breeze, found no place to grief.
Through mountains of sweat-soaked silk, past dust-covered plateau;
Remnants guided by the breeze visited sweat-beaded borough;
Overgrown with ghastly trees.
Abrupt white squall pushed traveler aside.
Startled flesh craving beast,
Lurking nearby waiting for a feast.
Rivals for flesh, fluttered feathers and cried,
Ready to fight for the meal they so quietly eyed.
Too soon, not yet deceased.
Traveler cussed. Little witch said it's not far,
“Just over that bridge,
Stay close to Heavenly ridge;
Follow the bright-lit Raijin star.”
Ridge long gone, only sand where eye can steer;
Curse that midge.
Illusions steaming from the skin of earth,
Gulped in one draught.
Traveler clenched wooden shaft.
Find it before churning heat sees you to death.
Voices. Am I mad? Stay away from my breath.
Traveler clenched wooden shaft.
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Turn back, turn back, no need to go further, go aback;
Solidify my melting skin.
Can't you see? I am not one of your kin.
In chains I'm pulled 'tween puffs colored black.
Stay away! There is no reason to attack.
My breath so thin.
I heave my breast ringed by demons that melt on touch.
Zephyros amused by sight
Watched traveler swing his sword left and right.
Stay away! Why don't you budge?
For my sword you are no match.
Zephyros took his bite.
Cumulus clouds whipped cream of sky,
Ringed thunderous bells,
Painting black azure-colored shells.
Gale peeked at traveler with one eye;
Plop, plop first drop fell from the sky.
Beast fled frightened by spells.
Drizzle nipped traveler's skin;
He stopped.
Splash! Traveler no more on his feet crashed.
Is this a dream? He rubbed his chin.
Salvo of raindrops was surely his win;
Flurry at his side smashed.
Traveler gasped, “isn't that too much?”
Hail on his sword drummed.
Numbed by brisk blast he hummed,
“Is this how storm god will judge?
Or 'tis just a gentle nudge?”
Above him shadow loomed.
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“Are you the one in the pursuit?.”
It asked to traveler lying still,
“I am in a need for a thrill.”
“No words I see, or are you mute?”
“I know, it's my natural beauty that makes you a broken flute.”
“Ah, too much noise. Be still.”
In instant, where it stood, rain stopped, lush green
under feet grew.
Figure leaned, dressed in silvery blue,
Eyes squinted asked, “are you the one I had foreseen?”
“Will you answer the question I ask, or you intend to be mean?”
“No,” echoed bamboo.
“Thank the heavens. He speaks.” Figure exclaimed.
Traveler blinked.
“Stand up, stand up, don't sit in dirt so distinct.”
“I am Raijin, the lord of thunderous sky the most famed.”
“Musashi from village of Dun, at your service.” Traveler bowed his head.
Raijin waved his hand.
“No, no, no talk about service. I'm interested in your skill with sword.”
“My village lands –”
“Are dry, famine skulks in shadows,” Raijin clapped his hands,
“Here, it's done. Storm in your village, I give my word.”
Astounded, Musashi wailed.
Raijin grinned, “show me your first stance.”

THE END
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“It is an honor to have my poem read by you,” said the humble poet.
Move aside.
Don't listen to him. He is way too composed. If you look closely the thrill
leaks out of him. What he should have said is, “Yaaaas! You read my poem, we
are besties now. We'll drink tea, sake, eat sushi and ramen. Allow me to shake
your hand. Ooooh, your read my poem. It's the first step to glorious life.”
Look at him grinning. He knows these are the right words. You know what else
he won't tell you, how he created this masterpiece. It's a secret, he says. What
a load of drunken goat's testicles. He thinks it is easy to hold secrets in these
days. Ha. From shadows I watched him and wrote everything down. Every
little secret.
“Don't you dare.” Said the poet.
Oh, shut up. You think one poem is enough? They are craving for more.
Everything is written down on this BAMBOO SCROLL. Read it. Spread the word.
Hard days are coming.
This poem might be the only one that holds the answer to our questions.
Study it alone. Bring it to scholars. Answers must be uncovered.
“That's way too much.” Poet laughed.
Shush. Do you see? That's why he walks in rugs. No sense of salesmanship.
However, if you have no desire to read long text, let's SHAKE OUR HANDS and
walk our separate ways.
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